
Dow Sustainability Corps

Academy for Commerce Will Teach 
Business Lessons for Success

At a Glance
Project: Ethiopian Chamber of 
Commerce and Sectoral Association 
Academy

Purpose: Assist the ECCSA in 
development of operational guidelines 
to help achieve long-term success for its 
new Academy, which offers training on 
leadership, management and business 
topics to its members.

Project Dates: April-September, 2014

Volunteer Hours: 750 hours

Impact: The training, fundraising and 
marketing tools and knowledge ECCSA 
gained from working with Dow can help 
the organization launch its Academy with 
sustainable and robust operations in 
place to meet its members’ needs.

Ethiopia’s growth for the last ten years has placed it among the top ten highest GDP 
growth nations in the world, outperforming countries in North America and Europe. 
As impressive as that statistic is, Ethiopian people and their businesses are even more 
extraordinary because their passion for success is the real source of this growth. 
Striving to support this vibrant private sector with targeted business training through 
its newly established Academy, the Ethiopian Chamber of Commerce and Sectoral 
Association (ECCSA) found unique help from the Dow Sustainability Corps (DSC).

The team was part of Dow’s Leadership in Action program that merges DSC and 
Human Resources to offer a unique twist on leadership development. DSC strives to 
meet the world’s most basic needs by matching interested and capable employees 
with organizations that need support for sustainable development projects, especially 
in emerging geographies and areas of growth for Dow.

Dow believes this approach to leadership development creates superior leaders by 
introducing them to real-world experiences that test their ability to lead courageously, 
collaborate effectively and deliver innovative solutions that generate value. In this 
way, they become visionaries for growth and new business.

The ECCSA helps Ethiopian companies navigate the complex business and social 
environments that make up the country’s free enterprise system. Its comprehensive 
support strengthens private sector businesses through advocacy efforts, promotion 
of trade and investment, and capacity building programs. This last activity was the 
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Each day, people around the world seek solutions to the complex 
environment, economic and social challenges facing our world.

At Dow, our corporate philanthropic efforts address these 
challenges and are inherent in everything we do as a global 
corporation. Our citizenship is a critical component of “Setting 
the Standard for Sustainability.”

It means we are focused on local citizenship, sustainable 
innovations and global footprint reductions, directly supporting 
our vision to be the most profitable and respected science-driven 
chemical company in the world. 
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impetus behind the creation of its new Academy, which will 
offer training on leadership, management and business topics.

Dow’s team worked with ECCSA virtually for five months and 
in Ethiopia one week to share information, plans and resources 
with the Academy’s administration in preparation for the 
launch. Using their expertise and experience, the team became 
international “consultants,” helping ECCSA develop operational 
guidelines for the Academy.

“While we worked with ECCSA, we were pleasantly surprised 
to see that both of our teams thought alike on how this new 
academy needed to be run, including the appropriate education 
techniques for professionals, the type of classes that their 
members actually need and how to promote those classes,” said 
Nancy Gutierrez, Dow operations leader.

Dow helped ECCSA define the Academy’s training guidelines 
and activities, including a “train the trainer” approach to help 
ensure effective and appropriate education for adults. Strong 
trainers, along with proven training techniques, performance 
measurements and certification, are advantages the team and 
ECCSA highlighted to ensure the Academy can provide viable 
training that meets members’ needs.

Together the teams also focused on another vital component of 
the Academy’s future: sustainable fundraising. Dow outlined a 
“holistic” approach that goes beyond simply asking for funds. 
Based on the best practices of U.S. nonprofit organizations, the 
Academy can benefit from establishing an infrastructure that 
continuously identifies and develops prospective sources of 
donations, gifts and grants.

To reach prospective donors, ECCSA must market the 
Academy, emphasizing its key benefits and training programs. 
Dow’s team prepared marketing guidelines that blended the 
ECCSA’s requirements with world-class practices used by 
similar associations in other countries. From determining 
what promotional materials are needed to final evaluation of 
their effectiveness, the marketing process targets members’ 
needs for access to relevant business knowledge and expertise 
in order to build their success and help continue Ethiopia’s 
business growth.

“The unity of my group was great. We were aligned in our 
goals and decided on everything together,” said Gutierrez. 
“We did not always think the same way. But the fantastic 
team spirit we developed helped us focus on creating best-in-
practice solutions, ECCSA can use for the new Academy and its 
members.”
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